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restricting abortion 
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momentum going 
against Tennessee at 
home this weekend.
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Overall research funding at 
USC has steadily increased in the 
past fi ve years, but reports show a 
noticeable shift in sources. While 
in the past f ive years, federal 
funding has generally been on the 
rise, it decreased this year. At the 
same time, state funding, which 
has been decreasing in the past fi ve 
years, has gone up.
The university earned a total of 
$226 million for research in the 
2011 fi scal year — about 77 percent 
of the $293.9 million requested. 
Of that $226 million, federal 
funding made up $142 million. 
 While funding sources have shifted 
and federal funding at USC has 
slightly decreased in the past year, 
the federal government continues 
to provide the highest percentage 
of f unding, sa id Dr. Prakash 
Nagarkatti, the vice president for 
research at USC . 
The state gave $24.4 million 
in 2011. Since 2007, budget cuts 
have caused a 30 percent drop in 
state contributions; however, in the 
past year, state funding saw a $7.1 
million increase.
A mong USC’s  top  federa l 
sponsors, the most steady increase 
in funding has come from the 
National Institute of Health, with 
a total contribution of $39 million 
to the university in the 2011 fi scal 
year and $21 million so far for 
2012 . At the same time, funding 
from the Department of Education 
dropped from $13.5 million in 2010 
to $11 million in 2011, the lowest 
amount from a federal agency. 
 Private research donations have 
reached a record high at $60.6 
million, a $13 million increase 
from 2010. 
Faculty at the university are 
responsible for securing their own 
funding sources for their respective 
research projects. Since 2007, 
the number of faculty receiving 
funding has increased from 529 to 
607 faculty members who received 
funding in the 2011 fi scal year.
Dr. Seth John, an assistant 
professor in the Department of 
Earth and Ocean Sciences , said 
that while research is the main 
focus of his job, securing funding 
is v ital to make that research 
possible.
“A big part of my job is writing 
grant proposals to bring in the 
money that pays for everything,” 
John said.
A c c o r d i n g  t o  J o h n ,  t h e 
Department of Earth and Ocean 
Sciences receives most of it s 
funding from the National Science 
Foundation, a federally funded 
program. Along with NSF, the 
department receives funding from 
other sources, including NASA 
and other publ ic and pr ivate 
foundations.
A report from the Offi ce of IT 
and Data Management shows 
that the Department of Earth 
and Ocean Sciences brought in 
$3.8 million in the 2011 f iscal 
year, which accounted for about 7 
percent of total funding received by 
the College of Arts and Sciences. 
USC sees shifts in research funding sources
5-year state, federal trends 
both reverse in 2011
Austin Price & Kathryn Kranjc
NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
RESEARCH ● 2
An afternoon stroll down the colorful, 
sweet-smelling Horseshoe proves it’s spring 
in Columbia; plants are in full bloom with 
vibrant buds of all shades — except for 
orange, of course.
Horticulturists Charlie Ryan , Britney 
Ellisor and Ginger Adams have all been 
enticed back to the university by the 
opportunity of maintaining the fl ora on the 
Horticulturists beautify USC’s 
campus during the spring season
Amanda Coyne
ACOYNE@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
PLANTS ● 2ALCOHOL ● 2
‘One big thing we 
cannot do is use 
any orange fl owers’
This story is Part 3 of a three-day series on USC’s 
drinking culture.  This story looks at USC’s policies 
and how they compare to other schools. Thursday’s 
story addressed administration’s plans to reduce alcohol 
use. Wednesday’s story discussed current alcohol-
related problems. 
USC is not in uncharted territory; LSU — and 
others — has been here as well.
As the universit y at tempts to sober up a 
prominent drinking culture and reacts to the 
alcohol-related deaths of three of its students and 
one former student, it appears to be following a 
path similar to its western counterpart’s.
On Oct. 10, 2003, Corey James Domingue, 
a second-year chemical engineering student at 
LSU, died of an alcohol overdose after he drank 
a fi fth of rum. His blood alcohol content, The 
Daily Reveille reported, was 0.43. That, and a 
separate spate of deaths at the university , shook 
the community and pushed it toward cultural 
change, said Kathy Saichuk , a health promotion 
coordinator at LSU who works with the school’s 
culture.
“I think people started ask ing quest ions,” 
Saichuk said, especially referring to the other 
incidents. “There seemed to be sort of a cultural 
shif t . (People asked) not only, ‘W hat’s the 
university doing?,’ but ‘What are the parents 
doing?’”
The reaction from the university, said Saichuk, 
whose offi ce was involved in the decision-making 
process, included a set of tightened sanctions for 
underage drinking, a required MyStudentBody.
com alcohol education course for new students 
and a larger staff within its judicial offi ce.
The changes represented a break from a culture 
of drinking that persists today, Saichuk wrote 
in an email response, through LSU’s spirited 
football tailgating, “Tigerland” bar scene, large 
Greek community and well-known “laissez les 
bons temps rouler” (French for “let the good 
times roll”) attitude.
Part icularly signif icant were the harsher 
punishments the university now imposes on 
students for alcohol offenses.
“It used to be a student could commit an alcohol 
violation two, three times and not get to the 
point of being suspended,” Saichuk said. “Now, 
basically, it’s your third strike, and you’re out. 
You’re going to be out for at least one semester.”
The severity of punishments has recently 
become a concern at USC as well, said Maggie 
Leitch, the coordinator for Substance Abuse 
Prevention and Education.
“That’s the point we hope students get to — 
where it’s too great of a risk,” Leitch said.
And as the university undertakes its fi rst code 
and sanction review in a decade, it appears poised 
to make its punishments stricter, according to 
Alisa Cooney, the director of student conduct. 
“Some people would argue that if you made the 




LSU, Florida change policies
to quell alcohol culture
Photos by Andrew Askins / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Charlie Ryan isn’t afraid to get his hands dirty — he works 
as a horticulturist on the Horseshoe and around USC 
planting various fl ora to make the campus more colorful.
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According to report, 
the College of Arts 
and Sciences brought 
$50 mi l l ion in the 
2011. This funding 
accounts for 22 percent 
of the total research 
f u n d i n g  r e c e i v e d 
by  t he  u n iver s it y, 
with the chemistry 
a nd  b io c hem i s t r y 
depar t ment in t he 
school br ing ing in 
t he top amount of 
$11 mil l ion closely 
f o l l o w e d  b y  t h e 
biology department, 
which brought in $7 
million .  
Another report from 
the Office of IT and 
Data  Ma nagement 
shows that 30 percent 
of the f unding for 
2012 has gone to the 
College of Arts and 
Sc iences ,  w it h t he 
biology department 
rack ing up the top 
amount, $6.8 million . 
Horseshoe.
“I’ve been in my current position 
for about a year and a half, but I 
actually worked here 18 years ago,” 
Ryan said while planting red and white 
impatiens in the fl ower beds in front of 
the President’s House. “I left to work 
at the Riverbanks Botanical Garden , 
and later I worked at Moore Farms for 
Darla Moore , as well as at some retail 
nurseries. Then I came back here. It 
will be 30 years since I first started 
working here on May 15.”
Ellisor, a Columbia native, fi rst left 
the area for Spartanburg Community 
College  to pursue her associate degree 
in horticulture.
“ I  c a me back  bec au se  I  wa s 
homesick, and I found the horticulture 
program at Midlands Tech because, 
unfortunately, USC doesn’t have any 
horticulture programs ,” Ellisor said. “I 
had worked with Charlie before, and 
when he told me there was an opening 
at USC, I took it immediately.”
Like Ryan, Adams had also been 
a part of the USC landscaping team 
earlier, before retiring.
“I came back after about a year,” 
Adams said. “Retirement just wasn’t 
for me.” 
Adams had previously worked for 
USC and the Statehouse, where she 
propagated plants and planted the 
grounds .
The trio, all of whom named the 
Horseshoe as one of their favorite 
places to work, were replanting the 
fl ower beds in front of the President’s 
House on Wednesday. Ryan tries to 
incorporate either traditional or more 
innovative styles depending upon 
which parts of the house’s grounds are 
being landscaped.
“We t r y to keep th ings more 
traditional at the front of the house 
to match the architecture and the 
period of the Horseshoe, but in the 
back I’m trying to do things a little 
more outstanding as far as foliage and 
different colors,” Ryan said. He has also 
helped with First Lady Patricia Moore-
Pastides’ vegetable garden.
At all spots on the house’s grounds, 
Ryan has to abide by one rule, however.
“One big thing we cannot do is 
use any orange f lowers here at the 
house,” Ryan said with a laugh. “Mrs. 
Moore-Pastides is very adamant about 
having no orange, so I don’t even wear 
anything orange when I go to work, 
because I did go to Clemson.”
While they enjoy working on the 
Horseshoe, Ryan and his co-workers 
look to bring color to all ends of 
campus within the next few years.
“Our idea was to spread out from 
here and go out around campus with 
more color,” Ryan said. “When you go 
over to where Bates is, there’s no color 
at all, so eventually I’d like to get over 
that way and incorporate some of our 
plantings over there.”
They have already spread down to 
central campus, planting daffodil bulbs 
around the Honors Residence Hall .
“We’re just taking little areas one 
piece at a time and trying to make 
them look better,” Ryan said.
Ryan, Ellisor and Adams are looking 
forward to brightening up all corners 
of USC’s campus.
“I enjoy the universit y;  it ’s  a 
wonder f u l  place ,”  Adams sa id . 
“Anything that I can do to liven it up 
is great.” 
first offense exceptionally painful, 
you wouldn’t have those second 
ones,” Cooney said. “I believe that 
after the code and sanctions review 
... alcohol sanctions will be increased 
for the fi rst offense.”
A s USC admin ist rators have 
wrangled with opposing desires to 
increase sanctions and to improve 
alcohol education, schools elsewhere 
have faced similar dilemmas.
At the Universit y of Flor ida, 
e n f o r c e m e nt  b y  t h e  C i t y  o f 
Gainesville has cracked down on 
underage drinking in bars, and such 
activity has dropped 66 percent , said 
Jeanna Mastrodicasa, UF’s associate 
vice president for student affairs. 
The universit y, meanwhile, has 
recently created a “medical amnesty” 
policy that exempts students who are 
dangerously drunk and their friends 
from sanctions if they seek help.
USC has a similar policy, called 
t he  “Care-ol i n ia n Prov i s ion ,” 
though the university does not grant 
amnesty to students. 
“ We  b e l ie ve  t h at  (a m ne s t y 
provisions) usurp the university’s 
ability and responsibility to address 
these dangerous behaviors one-on-
one with the students who may be 
unknowingly in the most jeopardy,” 
USC’s Behav iora l Inter vent ion 
Team website says.
Throughout the SEC at large 
universit ies, football, tailgat ing 
and drink ing can dominate l ife 
and schools’  at mospheres ,  and 
universities have taken measures to 
crack down on underage drinking.
Florida plans to create alcohol-free 
options available before games and 
has implemented policies banning 
communal containers, like kegs or 
handles of liquor, from tailgates, 
Mastrodicasa said.
The latter is a unique policy among 
SEC schools, one Saichuk said LSU 
wants to eventually implement to 
curb underage drink ing, as the 
university continues to grapple with 
an issue that riddles many of its 
colleagues.
“They have some really interesting 
guidelines for what types of alcohol 
can be at tailgates, in what size 
conta iners  and t hose k inds of 
things,” Saichuk said. “Our hopes are 
to one day get to that point as well 
... We’re not trying to keep people 
from enjoying their tailgating, but 
we are trying to curb some of the 
high-risk behaviors.” 
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USC’s horticulturists greet the return of spring with an abundance of blooms.
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Though many students might not be able to devote the 
time to owning a pet, they now have the option to spend 
a weekend with one if they want.
Palmetto Animal Assistance Life Services (PAALS) , 
a non-profit organization training service dogs, uses 
the help of volunteer fosters and weekend pup-sitters to 
give dogs a break from training. There are no fees for 
volunteers, and PAALS currently has 20 pup-sitters.
“A foster is someone who makes a minimum six-month 
commitment to take the same dog every weekend so they 
can build a relationship with that dog,” PAALS Executive 
Director Jennifer Rogers said. “A pup-sitter is somebody 
who will only take the pup for a weekend, and they don’t 
know which pup that is, when we need someone to cover 
for a foster. So, they just get on an email list, and we email 
them when we need coverage.” 
PAALS service dogs are divided into fi ve categories. 
Service dogs for mobility challenges help individuals who 
are wheelchair-bound by turning on lights, opening doors 
and picking up items. Service dogs for autism provide 
comfort to their owners by pressing on a leg or lying in 
their laps as well as increasing their social skills. Service 
dogs for facilities assist professionals in the workplace by 
providing motivation to clients. Skilled home companions 
offer a range of abilities to make a homebound individual’s 
life easier. Finally, service dogs for post-traumatic stress 
disorder ease their owner’s fears by creating a physical 
barrier between the owner and others. These dogs mainly 
assist soldiers who suffer from the disorder. 
Professionals typically breed PAALS service dogs, 
but sometimes rescue dogs are trained. However, rescue 
dogs are not as easily trained and are often more costly. 
Golden Retrievers and Labrador Retrievers have been the 
most successful service dogs, according to PAALS. Dogs 
usually begin training as young puppies for two years, 
giving them time to mature . PAALS’ website states that 
dogs should be trained for one to two hours a day for a 
minimum of six months . When a dog reaches 10 years 
old, it usually retires. Their owners can either continue 
to care for them, or they may be placed in a foster home. 
Rogers said that the next pup-sitting/foster class 
begins on April 20 at the Capital Senior Center from 
4:30 to 6:30 p.m. The class lasts throughout the weekend, 
with Saturday and Sunday’s training taking place at the 
PAALS home base.
“During that weekend, it’s a pup-sitters/foster class 
because everyone goes through the same initial class. 
They learn how to take care of the dog, how to feed the 
dog, how to walk the dog appropriately, how to put on 
their equipment, how to play or not play with the dog, 
what type of toys are OK to give our dogs, how to deal 
with other dogs, so there’s lots of information. Also how 
to do basic care or how to tell a dog is having a medical 
issue,” Rogers said.
Ellis Allen, a third-year sport and entertainment 
management student, is leading his HRSM 301 class 
group project. The group chose to raise money for 
PAALS by selling wristbands on Greene Street and 
at Five points for $3. PAALS provided the group with 
brochures to inform people who buy a wristband.
“It was something interesting that we’d never heard 
of before, so we decided we’d get it out there and raise 
awareness and money for them,” Allen said.
The group will continue selling the PAALS wristbands 
for a few more weeks, and the project will be concluded 
April 16. 
Program allows students to pup-sit on weekends
PAALS enables volunteers
to temporarily foster service dogs
Rachel Dean
NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
Nicole DeBartolo  / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
The next pup-sitting/foster class for volunteers will be on April 20 at the Capital Senior Center at 4:30 p.m.
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CORRECTIONS
If you fi nd an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let 
us know about it. Email sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu and we will 
print the correction in our next issue.
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s 
V iew poi nt s  page i s  to s t imu late 
discussion in the University of South 
Carolina community.
All published authors are expected 
to provide logical arguments to back 
their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages 
readers to voice opinions and offers 
three methods of expression: letters to 
the editor, guest columns and feedback 
on dailygamecock.com.
L e t t e r s  a n d  g u e s t  c o l u m n s 
should be submit ted v ia emai l to 
ga mecocked itor @sc .edu.  Let ter s 
must be 200 to 300 words in length 
and include the author’s name, year in 
school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and 
USC faculty members to submit guest 
columns. Columnists should keep 
submissions to about 500 words in 
length and include the author’s name 
and position. 
The editor reserves the right to edit 
and condense submissions for length 
and clarity, or not publish at all. 
All submissions become the property 
of The Daily Gamecock and must 
conform to the legal standards of USC 
Student Media.
IT’S YOUR RIGHT
Improving economy gives hope to students
Increase in jobs, mortgage applications
could spell success for recent graduates





















    COLIN CAMPBELL
  Editor-in-Chief
“USC must pay 
great attention 
to what other 
schools have 
done in terms of 
student alcohol 
use.”
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T he  C on nec t ic ut  St at e 
Senate brought that issue of 
the death penalty back into 
the spotlight Thursday when 
it passed a measure outlawing 
capita l  punishment for a l l 
future sentencings. The law is 
expected to see little resistance 
from either the state House of 
Representatives or Gov. Dannel 
Malloy ; with its assumed passage, 
Connecticut will 
join an increasing 
number of states 
w h o  h a v e ,  i n 
r e c e n t  y e a r s , 
ab o l i s he d  t h i s 
practice .
D o  n o t  b e 
fooled; the idea 
t hat  t he  deat h 
penalty is some 
form of “justice” 
simply veils the 
frankly base need to infl ict pain 
and suffering on those who have 
caused it. As Americans, we are 
better than that. Our progress 
as a society should be refl ected 
in the principles of our justice 
system, and we should require of 
ourselves both objectivity in our 
judgments and humility before 
the prospect of taking another’s 
life.
Beyond th is  mora l  dut y, 
t here  i s  t he  i nc rea s i ng ly 
troublesome financial cost the 
death penalty imposes on state 
budgets. Reports by Amnesty 
International consistently rank 
the costs of death penalty trials 
at mill ions more than non-
capital cases. In these troubled 
economic times, any attempt 
to free the states from costly 
policies should be welcomed 
with enthusiasm.
This is 2012. The extreme 
practices of our ancestors should 
come to an end. Justice is a noble 
goal, when it remains justice and 
does not instead devolve into 
blind retribution. That is the 
kind of country in which I want 
to live. 
So far this year, the ADP National Employment 
Report has brought some surprising findings. 
Even though the past couple of years have been 
detrimental to the American economy, it seems 
employers are trying to make a turnaround by 
hiring more workers to increase production. 
Additionally, more people have been applying for 
mortgages in recent months, which is good news 
for the housing market. 
In the last couple of years, it has been very 
diffi cult for anyone, regardless of qualifi cations, 
to get a job or a reasonably-priced home. Some 
of the most qualified and educated people are 
having a hard time fi nding a job simply because 
companies cannot afford to put them on the 
payroll. A lot of college graduates are having to 
take on less desirable jobs while they search for a 
career that fi ts their education and in which they 
can advance. 
The fact that private businesses provided 
209,000 jobs in the U.S. since January has inspired 
faith in many people who were discouraged by 
what seemed to be a consistently 
w e a k e n i n g  j o b  m a r k e t .  T h i s 
corresponds to a 2 percent growth 
rate in the overall economy . The 
increase allowed policy writers for 
the Federal Reserve to drop the need 
to begin a third round of monetary 
stimulus plans to boost the economy . 
So not only are more jobs being 
made available to people, but these 
jobs are hopefully kick-starting an 
improvement in American economy 
by saving the government some money.
On top of the great news that more jobs are 
being created, Americans are also revamping the 
housing market by applying for more mortgages. 
The seasonally adjusted index of mortgage 
application activity rose 4.8 percent in March, 
indicating rising confi dence for new homeowners 
and owners look ing to ref inance. With the 
responsibility of a new job comes the luxury of 
home ownership — a luxury that many students 
hope to enjoy after college. This index rise will be 
music to the ears of students who hope to stand on 
their own two feet after leaving school.
The most terrible feeling in the world for 
students is to spend four or more years working 
hard at a university for no payoff after graduation. 
After all the money we spend on books and 
tuition, we expect some security later on. Yet 
today’s economy has left a lot of graduates empty-
handed, wondering when they will fi nd the career 
of their dreams.
Even though this is a small step in an economy 
that fi nds itself in over $15 trillion of debt, it is 
a start to what is hopefully an annual increase. 
Maybe this will also mean an increase in the 
worth of a college degree. For right now, we can 
only hope. 
In an extended end-of-the-year 
session on March 29, Georgia poised 
itself to join seven other states in 
adopting a “fetal pain” bil l, which 
outlaws abortions after 20 weeks of 
pregnancy. The bill is also known 
as the “women as livestock” bill, 
renamed after Rep. 
Terry England drew 
an insa ne para l le l 
between calves on his 
farm giving birth to 
dead fetuses — and 
women in A merica 
seeking abortions. 
The bill is founded 
on the notion that a 
fetus will feel pain at 
20 weeks and outlaws 
any abor t ion af ter 
this point. Doctors who assist in 
abortions after this point could be 
charged with a felony and incur up 
to 10 years in prison. A 2005 study 
suggested that it is extremely unlikely 
that a fetus feels pain until the third 
trimester, going on to explain that 
the nervous system connections that 
are even required to feel pain do not 
begin to form until 23 to 30 weeks 
into the pregnancy . At 20 weeks, 
the nerves required to feel pain are 
not even there and will not exist for 
nearly a month. 
While the original bill required 
any pregnancy that lasted over 20 
weeks to be delivered stillborn, 
except ions were pushed by the 
state Senate to allow for abortions 
in the case of fetuses which have 
chromosomal or congenital defects 
that would render the fetus unable to 
survive outside of the womb.
Of course, this move to not 
psychologically torture women by 
forcing them to give birth to stillborn 
children was met with resistance by 
several Republicans, including the 
bill’s author, Rep. Doug McKillip . 
However, some modicum of sanity 
won out. Outside of the restrictions 
on the fetus’s viability, all fetuses 
that are the result of rape or incest 
beyond the 20-week mark must be 
carried to term. 
One ant i-abort ion protester 
pointed out that the bill will save 
“1,500 lives a year,” but whose lives 
are being saved? A 1989  journal 
article on abortion and its effects 
tracked 360 low-income teenagers 
who did and did not have abortions 
of  u nwa nted  preg na nc ie s .  It 
found that those who terminated 
their pregnancies were better off 
economically, were more likely to 
graduate high school and experienced 
no greater level of stress or anxiety 
than the group which carried their 
children to term. 
The 2008 American Psychological 
Association’s literature review of 
negative psychological responses 
following abortions found that the 
primary factors are rooted in social 
stigma, lack of support and prior 
mental health . This bill, along with 
the language used by the individuals 
supporting it, help create exactly 
the sort of social stigma that causes 
psychological stress. Bills such as 
these, rooted in poorly judged morals 
and willful ignorance, do nothing to 
improve the quality of life of anyone 
and, according to the research, 
achieve the opposite effect. 
 
Today marks the end of our series detailing 
the problematic issue of alcohol use at USC. 
We argued on Thursday that, given the 
nature of popular culture today, students 
belong to a society that pervasively idolizes 
drinking and the party scene . Restriction 
and punishment, while effective in their own 
way, just can’t 
replace the value 
of education. 
U S C  m u s t 
definitely keep 
th is lesson in 
mind for future 
plans, but it must 
also pay great 
attention to what 
ot her schools 
have  done  i n 
terms of student alcohol use.
Other state universities have seen the same 
challenges and suffered the same devastating 
losses due to alcohol abuse. Many have 
responded with harsher punishments, which 
have in some cases lowered the number of 
incidents. Again, we do not feel like this is 
a sustainable solution, and USC should be 
wary of the examples these policies set. They 
bring forth an attitude of fear from students, 
one that keeps them not from drinking, but 
from seeking the help that they need.
More inspiring is the medical amnesty 
policy at the University of Florida and its 
tailgating restrictions. These moves provide 
resources and structure for a gradual yet 
permanent change in how students treat 
their use of alcohol. Amnesty could save 
students’ lives, as well as provide a chance to 
encourage safer habits while not endangering 
their academic records. Tailgating rules can 
give authorities some control while leaving 
students free to exercise their judgment. 
Shared input is better than an attempt at 
a total crackdown, which often lets more 
students through the cracks than it saves.
This is only one small part of what 
should be a lengthy and heavily-considered 
conversation among everyone involved — 
administrators and students alike. 
This can’t end here. As this semester has 
shown, the stakes are too high. 
Five Points welcomed a new boutique into its retail 
community two weeks ago when Petal, an upscale 
women’s clothing store, opened its doors for business. 
Petal moved into Sid Nancy’s former location (the 
edgy thrift store moved into a new home two doors 
down from its previous location ) and the space is 
unrecognizable.
The Five Points location isn’t the first Petal 
store. Owner Jammie Dean opened the fi rst shop in 
Charlotte and had been looking to launch a Columbia 
store for a long time.
“We had been looking at Columbia for a few years, 
but no spots ever came open in Five Points,” Dean 
said.
Debbie McDaniel, owner of popular Five Points 
shops Revente and Sid Nancy , told Dean about the 
open location.
“We knew it was the one for us,” Dean said. “I love 
the high ceilings and the open fl oor plan. We jumped 
at the chance the second we heard. And we are beside 
[Greek Store & More], which we love!” 
Petal’s pristine white walls and color-coded 
clothing racks can be easily spotted from across 
the street by pedestrians and drivers alike who are 
passing through the Five Points shopping district. 
The store’s name is printed on the door in fancy silver 
cursive script and mannequins in the window model 
the shop’s latest arrivals, from multi-colored printed 
chiffon dresses to sapphire blue evening wear.
Hannah Stubbings , a third-year public health 
student and Petal employee, said college students 
make up a large portion of the boutique’s clientele. 
“Lots of girls come in looking for dresses for 
sorority events [and the] Carolina Cup that we just 
had,” Stubbings said. 
Dean said Petal’s clothing can appeal to a variety 
of demographics.
“We try to have pieces that are timeless, outfi ts that 
can work on everyone and last season after season,” 
Dean said. “Our clothing can work for the college 
gal on a budget, a mid-20s professional, a 35-year-old 
stay-at-home mom and a retired businesswoman on 
the go.” 
Stubbings said Petal’s clothing prices range from 
around $28 to $88 dollars. Accessories like bold 
sunglasses, whimsical wallets and fabric-covered iPad 
cases ring up a little less than that. 
While Petal carries some high-end brands, Dean 
aims to keep prices reasonable.
“We carry some designer brands in the store such 
as Amanda Uprichard and Yumi Kim , but mostly 
everything is under $100,” Dean said. “We travel all 
over to fi nd the best pieces at an affordable price.” 
Some of the store’s most popular items are Crow 
watches , Fornash jewelry , Urban Expressions 
handbags , Royal Apothic candles , dresses by Curtsey 
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“Jack and Jill” 
wins every Razzie 
award this year 
Adam Sandler may have 
officially made the worst 
movie of all time. 
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This is the real reason 
why anybody over the 
age of twelve would 
want to watch the Kids 




That journa l i s t  may 
have just experienced 
her very own Nicholas 
Sparks moment. 
“That 70’s Show” 
actress arrested 
— again 
Welcome to the Lindsay 
Lohan Club, Lisa Robin 
Kelly .
“Avatar 2” may 
not happen 
in 2014 
James Cameron had 
better hope everyone 
will still be interested 
by the time the movie 
fi nally comes out.
Taylor Lautner 
joins cast of 
“Grown Ups 2” 
S o  i t  i s  t r u e  t h a t 
Lautner’s career died 
before it ever started. 
Cause of Whitney 
Houston’s death 
revealed 
No joke here. The f inal 
autops y  revea led  t hat 
Houston’s drowning in 
the bathtub was a result 
of both heart disease and 
cocaine use .  
Kristyn Winch
KWINCH@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
Neighborhood’s newest retailer off ers 
colorful clothes, high-end designer labels
Despite a concert postponement 
due to lead singer Anthony Kiedis’s 
foot injury , the Red Hot Chili 
Peppers will bring its alternative 
rock sound to a sold-out crowd at 
Columbia’s Colonial Life Arena 
tomorrow night . 
The band, which has seen its 
share of lineup changes since its 
formation in 1983 and who will be 
inducted into the Rock and Roll 
Hall of Fame this month , will play 
tracks off its latest release, “I”m 
With You,” as well as older fan 
favorites. 
Take a listen to The Mix’s 
playlist of five of the Red Hot 
Chili Peppers’ hottest tracks to get 
you hyped for tomorrow’s show.
“ C a l i f o r n i c a t i o n ” 
A must for any Red Hot Chili 
Peppers playlist, this is probably 
the band’s most recognizable song. 
The title song off the album of 
the same name, “Californication” 
chronicles the gritty world of 
Hollywood and the idea that “sex 
sells.” 
“Scar Tissue” 
One of the band’s slower jams, 
Petal boutique blooms 
in Five Points
Chili Peppers to rock Columbia
Photos by Parker Jennette / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Petal’s Five Points location is the second shop for the 
retail chain. Store owner Jammie Dean also operates 
the boutique’s original location in Charlotte.
Courtesy of redhotchilipeppers.com
The Red Hot Chili Peppers will play to a sold-out Colonial Life Arena crowd tomorrow night after postponing 
their original stop in the Palmetto State’s capital city due to lead singer Anthony Kiedis’ foot injury Janurary.






“I think art is inherently nonviolent and it actually 
— Anthony Kiedis 
 occupies your mind with creation rather than destruction.”
and Echo bags  .  
Petal’s minimalist decor makes the 
posh boutique seem like the kind of shop 
you’d see in a big city’s shopping district 
or a fictional fashion emporium only 
found in television shows and movies. 
The store is small, and while many Five 
Points shop owners choose to crowd their 
racks with as much clothing as they can, 
Petal doesn’t overwhelm shoppers with 
merchandise. 
One of the reasons the racks aren’t 
overcrowded is because the store strives 
to give customers a one-of-a-kind look. 
“[Dean] only orders f ive or six of 
everything and once it’s gone, it’s gone,” 
Stubbings said. 
Rachel Peterson ,  a second-year 
fashion merchandising student and Petal 
employee, said many of the styles and 
brands found at the store aren’t for sale 
anywhere else in Columbia.
“We have dresses that no other stores 
have,” Peterson said. 
Dean said Petal gets shipments four to 
fi ve times a week.
“We keep the product new and fresh 
daily. We only get items in one time so 
you don’t have to worry about seeing 
everyone wearing your outfi t,” Dean said. 
Dean said Five Points has been 
welcoming of its new addition.
“I love the feel of Five Points and the 
way everyone is close-knit, like family,” 
Dean said. “We protect each other, send 
customers to other stores around us and 
help each other whenever needed.” 
Dean plans to hold a grand opening 
event near the end of the month. The 
event will feature discounts and giveaways 
like gift cards and VIP shopping cards. 
More information on the event will be 
announced next week. 
Dean suggests that shoppers who 
haven’t checked out Petal yet stop in 
soon.
“We feel so loved here already,” she 
said. “Thanks to everyone who has 
shopped with us so far and, if you haven’t 
been in yet, we welcome the chance to 
meet you.” 
Petal is located at 743 Saluda Ave . 
The store is open from 10 a.m. until 6 
p.m. Monday through Saturday and by 
appointment only on Sundays .  
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“Scar Tissue” shares a tale of 
loneliness with haunting imagery 
woven between the song’s chorus: 
“with the birds I’ll share this 
lonely view, yeah.” 
“Under the Bridge” 
Though it’s an earlier RHCP 
track, the song remains the band’s 
highest charting single of all time . 
The song, which was featured on 
1991’s “Blood Sugar Sex Magik,” is 
another stripped-down track. But 
we bet when Kiedis kicks in with 
the opening lines (“Sometimes 
I feel like I don’t have a partner 
/ Sometimes I feel like my only 
friend”) , you’l l f ind yourself 
joining in.
“Snow (Hey Oh)” 
This track, the band’s eleventh 
number one single , was featured on 
2006’s Grammy-winning album 
“Stadium Arcadium.” Its themes 
are philosophical, as Kiedis digs 
deep with lyrics like “Come to 
decide that the things that I tried 
/ Were in my life just to get high 
on. ” The “Snow” chorus is easy to 
pick up on, so if you’re headed to 
the concert but don’t know all the 
band’s lyrics, you can at least sing 
along to this one. 
“The Adventures of Rain 
Dance Maggie” 
The fi rst single off 2010’s “I’m 
With You” is still in heavy rotation 
on alternative radio stations. The 
upbeat song features  groov y 
cowbell, lots of power chords and 
a catchy chorus that’s sure to get 
concertgoers jumping up and 
down and singing along. 
Doors open at 6:30 p.m. and 
the show starts at 7:30 p.m. with 
opening act Santigold. If you 
didn’t get tickets or can’t make 
the Easter weekend Columbia 
show but still want to catch the 
Chil i Peppers on tour, seats 
are still available for the band’s 
April 9 show at the Greensboro 
Coliseum in Greensboro, N.C. 
Visit redhotchilipeppers.com/tour 
for more information.  
Parker Jennette/ THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Petal’s clothing racks are organized by 
color. The store sells items from brands 
like Crow, Fornash, Urban Expressions, 
Royal Apothic, Curtsey and Echo. 
PETAL● Continued from 6
PEPPERS ● Continued from 6
Comments on this story? 
Visit dailygamecock.com/mix
Comments on this story? 
Visit dailygamecock.com/mix
TODAY
“JIRO DREAMS OF SUSHI” 
3 p.m., 6 p.m. and 8 p.m., 
$6.50 students / $7.50
 Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St. 
PHD • JORGE CHAM
THE SCENE
Go to www.dailygamecock.com and click on “Classifieds” to place your online &/or print ads. Upload your image(s) & manage your own account in one convenient place!
*FREE ONLINE ADS! Available only to USC students, faculty & staff. Just use your sc.edu email address.
Questions or special requests, call 777-3888  •  Office hours: M-F 8:30am- 5pm  •  Russell House, Rm. 343
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HOUSING
The Retreat - 2 Bed/2 Bath 
(repeat ad in Friday issues only)
A perfect neighborhood for student 
housing offering security, safety, 
and fun.  803-553-2842 Hunt & 
Assoc. Real Estate www.HuntLLC.
com Info@HuntLLC.com
Private 1 bed/1 bath for Sublease 
at Stadium Suites available, 
May 1st - July 31st(or sooner). 
Rent is $489 with all utilities 
included!  Contact Christina at 
cekennedy89@aol.com
DORM BLUES? 1, 2, 3,  & 
4BEDROOMS AVAILABLE. ALL 
AREAS, PRICES & SIZES.  PETS 
OK  IN MANY! 803-799-1333 
RENTMARTONLINE.COM *FEE*
EMPLOYMENT
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN!
Maine camp needs fun loving 
counselors tgo teach all land, 
adventure & water sports. Great 
summer! Call (888)4844-8080 
apply: campcedar.com
Pasta Fresca Seeking 
Experienced Servers for NEW 
location
Seeking PM Servers ,Hosts and 
Cashiers who can start NOW. 
Apply in person after 3pm at 3405 
Forest Drive, Cola 29204
Make this summer different!!
The YMCA of Columbia is on the
hunt for AMAZING staff to
mentor campers at our 4 day  




Experienced Personal Trainers 
Needed
Located a mile from campus. 




Neighborhood store/gas station 
seeking highly motivated and 
reliable college students to fill FT/
PT positions. Cashier, retail, or 
food service experience preferred. 
Email resume to 
info@grenefrog.com
Miyo’s Summer Hiring
M Gourmet Group is looking for 
intelligent, motivated individuals 
to join our company in serving, 
hosting, bartending and cooking 
positions.
Great working environment and 
good income! Please apply to 
www.miyos.com




$$ CASH $$ Paid for Junk Cars
Call or Txt 803-339-9441
OPPORTUNITIES
Bartending! Up to $250/Day. No 





Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available 
for addt’l cost
Noon, 1 business day 
prior to publication
Two line minimum
Avg. line length of 30 
characters
LINE AD RATES
1st insertion: $2.50 / line
Subsequent: $1.50 / line
HAWAIIAN SHIRT DAY, SIGNS OF 
IRIS, SIGHTLINE 
8:30 p.m. doors / 9 p.m. show, 
$5 over 21 / $7 under 21 
Conundrum Music Hall, 
626 Meeting St. 
JOSH ROBERTS & THE HINGES W/ 
POSSUM JENKINS 
8 p.m. doors / 9 p.m. show, $10 
5 Points Pub, 
2020 Devine St. 
TOMORROW
GO RADIO, THIS PROVIDENCE, 
TYLER CARTER
6 p.m., $12 advance / $14 day 
of show 
New Brookland Tavern, 
122 State St. 
HADEN CARPENTER 
10:30 p.m., $5 (21 + show) 






















31 Over the top
33 “Third Rock From
the Sun” family,
e.g.
36 There’s often a
colon in one







45 “Don’t think so”









56 Pianist Gilels et
al.
58 Outcast
60 Display case in
Wine & Spirits?
65 Shamu, for one





69 Fail to hold up, as
a bank
70 Contributes









4 Take a gamble
5 Blot away, as a
tear
6 Back in time





9 Dust jacket no.
10 Words before a
stunt
11 Be in debt
12 Green shade
13 Byrnes of “77
Sunset Strip”




25 Go on the fritz




28 Doone in Exmoor
29 Murmuring sound












47 Yard sale proviso























www.ColumbiaCharlotteShuttle.com • (803) 783-5123
$49 each way • Pick up/drop off at USC
Columbia Charlotte Shuttle
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For head men’s tennis coach Josh Goffi , the 
main goal throughout this season has been to 
improve the Gamecock’s pecking order in the 
SEC, which is widely considered the strongest 
conference in the country.
South Carolina will look to move up a couple 
more notches this weekend when it takes on No. 
27 LSU Friday and then No. 41 Arkansas on 
Easter Sunday. 
The conference season has not been kind 
to the Gamecocks thus far, but the team did 
manage to pick up its f irst SEC win of the 
season last Friday against No. 66 Alabama. 
“I felt like we needed to get on the board in 
the SEC and we did,” Goffi  said. “The fi rst one 
is always the toughest, especially for a young 
team like this. The guys are anxious to use that 
and reestablish their pecking order in the SEC. 
It starts with this weekend.”
LSU and Arkansas, though ranked, are two 
of the middle teams in the SEC, an indication 
of just how tough the conference is. After this 
weekend, there is only one regular season match 
left so the team knows it must take care of 
business. 
“The guys are very excited,” Goffi  said. “Our 
goal this weekend is to go out and see what we 
can do against LSU and if we get a win there, 
we are going to try and consolidate with the 
sweep.”
One of the main problems for USC has 
been the youth of the team; seven of the 10 
roster players are underclassmen . With this 
inexperience comes some immaturity, and Goffi  
said this has hurt the team at times this season.
“Each guy needs to be held accountable on 
their own,” Goffi  said. “We didn’t necessarily 
go out there (last week) and lose on purpose; it’s 
just guys [at this] age sometimes don’t have the 
emotional stability. They get so caught up in 
the moment that they lose perspective of what’s 
going on.” 
The Gamecocks’ tough schedule this season 
has provided the perfect opportunity for the 
team to grow, even if it has not showed in 
the results. USC will need to translate the 
improvement into wins if it hopes to reach the 
NCAA tournament for the fi rst time since 2009 .
“These matches are huge for a lot of reasons,” 
Goffi  said. “We’re on the (NCAA) bubble right 
now at No. 39. Usually the top 39 get in to the 
tournament, but it can sometimes bleed down 
to 42 of 43. There are a lot of factors that go 
into getting into the tournament, but that is one 
of our big time goals because we haven’t gotten 
there in a while.”
The doubles team has not been a problem 
for Goffi  as it has won three out of its last four 
matches ; it is singles that has struggled. The 
inconsistency likely has a lot to do with the level 
of competition throughout the league.
“Every single day we are striving to improve, 
and we are improving,” Goffi  said. “The guys 
are getting better and improving as the season 
goes on. It’s hard for outsiders to see, but the 
guys are doing an amazing job.”
Goffi reacts to former women’s tennis 
coach Arlo Elkins’ death:
“Arlo was a great man. He was definitely a 
mentor to me in the short time that we were 
together and I am defi nitely going to miss him. 
His laugh was infectious; whenever he walked 
into the building, I could hear him laughing and 
talking. It was something that I looked forward 
to every single day. He did a lot for me and 
helped me out as a young coach, and I think he 
enjoyed that and we had a great relationship.” 
Men’s tennis looks for SEC wins
Gamecocks travel to LSU, Arkansas 
for matches this weekend
Andrew Askins / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Senior Ivan Machado has lost his last two individual 
matches in two sets against Alabama and Auburn.
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With freshman pitcher Jordan Montgomery 
securing the series win in the fi nal two innings at 
Vanderbilt, senior pitcher Matt Price knew that 
he would likely be staying in the bullpen on a 
more permanent basis.
“When I talked to coach (Ray Tanner), we just 
feel like there’s more chances for me to [get] into a 
game and [help] us win,” Price said. “That’s where 
I’m going to stay.”
Tanner opted to go with Montgomery over 
freshman Evan Beal for the Game 2 starter for 
this weekend’s series against Tennessee after 
Montgomery pitched two scoreless innings at 
Vanderbilt. He said Montgomery demonstrated a 
poise in the fall and felt that Beal is more suited 
for the bullpen. This season, Montgomery is 2-0 
as a starter with a 3.27 ERA. In the win against 
Vanderbilt on Sunday, he allowed two hits and 
walked one, while striking out three.
With Beal, Tanner said that his approach is 
better for the bullpen because he “gets after you.” 
Since Price started the year in the bullpen and 
has experience there, Tanner said he’d like to 
keep him there so he can experience success in 
that role, as opposed to struggling as a starter. In 
Beal’s start against Vandy on Saturday, he lasted 
3.1 innings, surrendering four runs. 
Price, who, like Montgomery, is from Sumter, 
said he “got in his face” and told Montgomery to 
relax before his outing, but it was reassuring to 
see him step up and get the Saturday start after 
the last two Game 2 starters had faltered. In 
Forrest Koumas’ start against Florida in Game 
2, he was pulled after the fi rst because he allowed 
fi ve early runs.  
“It was tough, but I think we were just trying 
to fi nd out who could step up and fi ll that role 
for me going back to the closer role,” Price said. 
“Montgomery stepped up and he’s getting the 
start on Saturday.”
The Gamecocks followed their f irst SEC 
series win with a win at College of Charleston, 
which Tanner said he hoped gave his team “more 
confidence and litt le bit of comfort.” In the 
win over the Cougars, Tanner was particularly 
happy with the team’s offense, which had been 
struggling.
Being tentative is what Tanner said irks him 
most, so he’s pleased with the hitting becoming 
more aggressive,  especia l ly in t wo-st r ike 
situat ions. Because the team was not being 
productive offensively, Tanner’s staff has been 
logging the at-bats and making players more 
aware of how they’re doing in certain scenarios at 
the plate to produce more quality at-bats.
“Sometimes striking out is a quality at-bat if 
you go six or seven pitches, or if you’re 0-2 and 
you get back to a full count,” Tanner said. “We 
try to give credit for exactly what it is. It does 
not mean a hit, necessarily. We’ve been a little bit 
better there so hopefully that will continue.”
With the SEC series win and the midweek 
victory, Tanner can only hope the momentum 
continues, as the Gamecocks are still battling 
from a 1-5 start to the conference season, their 
worst since 2003. With college athletes, Tanner 
said emotion and momentum is very important, 
but winning the Vanderbilt series on the road 
“gave us a chance to exhale a little bit.”
But Tanner doesn’t want to exhale too much, as 
USC will need to continue to win SEC series to 
be in a position to go to the postseason.
“We’re having to climb,” Tanner said. “It’s 
going to be like that for the entire season. We’ve 
dug ourselves a hole and we have to try to fi ll it 
up. You’re not going to get it back real quick more 
than likely, so you’ve got to battle throughout. 
That’s what we did, and we’re going to have fi ght 
back for the entire season.” 
Montgomery gets fi rst SEC start
Staley says seniors
leave big shoes to fi ll
Gamecocks hope to keep momentum going 
against Tennessee this weekend
Isabelle Khurshudyan
IKHURSHUDYAN@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
After pitching two scoreless innings in Game 3 at Vanderbilt, freshman Jordan Montgomery will start Saturday.
Women’s basketball reminisces on past season
Isabelle Khurshudyan
IKHURSHUDYAN@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
Comments on this story? 
Visit dailygamecock.com/sports
Lee Walker / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
USC guard Ieasia Walker, who led the team in steals and assists, will return next season.
With the women’s basketball 
season officially over, as Baylor 
c l a i m e d  t h e  c h a m p i o n s h i p 
Tuesday, South Carolina coach 
Dawn Staley has had some time 
to ref lect on a season where the 
Gamecocks advanced to the Sweet 
16.
There’s not anything she would 
change.
“I  t h ink we’ve enjoyed t he 
journey every step of the way,” 
Staley said. “Of course, we’ve lost 
some games, and I think the losses 
that we had this entire season, they 
were defi ning losses. They took us 
through some adverse moments 
and we came a better team from 
those losses. All in all, I take this 
season for what it was.”
Part of what made the season 
Sta ley ’s best at USC was her 
seniors. She said they did a good 
job of leading the team and getting 
past the diffi cult moments instead 
of dwelling on them, like other 
teams she’s coached in the past.
The losses of forward Charenee 
Stephens ,  for ward Cou r t ney 
Newton, guard Markeshia Grant 
and guard La’Keisha Sutton will 
be especia l ly chal leng ing for 
Staley, as the seniors started most 
of the season. Staley doesn’t think 
she’s ever been the coach of a team 
that has lost so many seniors in 
one year.
“The cupboards are bare,” Staley 
said. “I think our leaders and our 
seniors do leave us with a big void. 
You can’t substitute experience. 
The only way you can do that is 
with talent. We are very talented 
with who we’re bring back and 
who we’re bringing in the fold. 
We’re not done recruit ing, so 
hopefully we’ll add some bigs and 
that will give us a good mix of 
players who I think can take us to 
the next level.”
One of the top returners will 
be current junior Ieasia Walker, 
who averaged 7.9 points per game 
and led the team with assists and 
steals, fi nishing with 113 and 63, 
respectively. Ashley Bruner will 
also be returning after she came 
off the bench in her junior season 
to have 183 total rebounds. 
Advancing to the Sweet 16 gave 
Staley more national recognition 
on the recruit ing front, so she 
hopes she can add more players. 
But Staley knows that developing 
the young talent could take a 
while.
“Of cou rse ,  we do have to 
exert some pat ience with our 
youngsters, but we’ve got enough 
seniors,” Staley said. “We’ve got 
some seniors who will take them 
under their wing and hopefully 
teach them some of the things 
they’ve learned throughout the 
years and hopefully end some of 
the hardships that the freshman 
will face.”
A f reshman t hat  had l it t le 
adjustment was Aleighsa Welch, 
who Staley compared to Candice 
Dupree. Welch averaged 7.6 points 
per game and led the team in fi eld 
goal percentage. 
Staley hopes that the younger 
players like Welch picked up a 
hard work ethic from the seniors. 
She said young players have to get 
out of “high school mode,” and she 
said most of them did.
Though the focus has already 
shifted to the upcoming season 
rather than the past one, Staley 
st ill enjoys reminiscing, as the 
team reached most of its goals. She 
said she has not been offered any 
coaching opportunities elsewhere, 
and she was able to keep her staff 
intact as well.
“I thought this team could do 
just as well as we’ve done this 
particular year,” Staley said. “Not 
everybody probably believed it, 
but we did. We knew coming into 
this year the type of leadership 
we had, the type of experience 
we had, the type of new players 
coming into the fold — we knew 
it could be a breakout year for us.
“Moving forward, we feel like 
we could push it a little bit further. 
If we have the right mindsets and 
our leaders come to lead and our 
talent comes to the f loor every 
time we take the fl oor, then we’ll 
be OK.” 
Comments on this story? 
Visit dailygamecock.com/sports
